Infrared (IR) reflectivity spectra of nominally pure Pb(Zr 1-x Ti x )O 3 ceramics with different Ti/Zr concentration (x = 0.42-0.58) were measured and evaluated, along with the time-domain terahertz transmittance spectra in the temperature range 10 K-900 K. The temperature dependence of the low-frequency vibrations, related to Pb atoms, was analyzed in terms of two overdamped modes-a soft mode and an anharmonic hopping central mode-in the cubic and high-temperature ferroelectric phase and three main vibrations in the low-temperature ferroelectric phase with the doubled unit cell: two E-symmetry modes (the soft mode and a mode corresponding to antiphase vibrations of neighboring Pb atoms in the terahertz range) and the antiferrodistortive mode producing the antiphase tilts of the oxygen octahedra. The last bare mode is not IR active, but it becomes activated by coupling with the soft mode. As predicted by theory, the intrinsic permittivity of Pb(Zr 1-x Ti x )O 3 has a maximum at the morphotropic phase boundary, although this represents just a small percentage of the total permittivity at lower frequencies. Its maximum is linked to the softening of the anharmonic vibrations of Pb ions, perpendicular to the polarization, and shifts from x = 0.48 at room temperature to x = 0.52 at 10 K.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lead zirconate titanate ceramics Pb(Zr 1-x Ti x )O 3 (PZT 100 − X/X, where X = 100x) have been well known since their exceptional optical and dielectric properties were revealed and reviewed in the seventies by Land et al. 1 However, their real structure and the relationship between the local structure and macroscopic properties are far from being understood.
The Ti-rich part of the PZT phase diagram shows tetragonal symmetry, space group P 4mm (x > 0.48). The Zr-rich part is rhombohedral (space group R3c) for Zr contents between ∼50% and 90%. 1 Samples with still higher content in Zr show more complex structure due to the presence of an orthorhombic antiferroelectric state, which is characteristic for the parent compound PbZrO 3 . 2 Ceramics with Ti content near 48% show a maximum in the piezoelectric response at room temperature, which is the reason of the wide use of these ceramics in electronics.
The discovery of a monoclinic bridging phase between the tetragonal and the rhombohedral sides of the phase diagram near the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) in PZT 52/48 was thought to be the cause of the high piezoelectric coefficients due to a polarization rotation mechanism. 3, 4 In this phase, the polarization vector is free to rotate to preserve the monoclinic symmetry within a plane defined by its (001) tetragonal and (111) rhombohedral direction. How much it will rotate depends on the transverse permittivity.
The monoclinic phase has been subject of a great controversy. In the past, due to the impossibility of growing large, single-domain PZT crystals at the MPB, most experiments were done on ceramics. Therefore, past x-ray diffraction, neutron elastic scattering, and Raman experiments on ceramic samples did not present reliable proofs of a true zero-field monoclinicity due to the high anharmonic thermal parameters in their structural refinements, coherence effects, and the presence of nanodomains. 5, 6 It was also pointed out that the excellent piezoelectric properties of lead-based materials with MPBs are due to adaptive phases composed of fine nanotwinned domains of different symmetries (rhombohedral and tetragonal), 7 which look monoclinic just in the average. Then the piezoelectric effect would be not intrinsic; rather, it would be caused by domain switching at the nanoscale level and favored by the applied electric field. This switching was found experimentally in PZT and could explain its high piezoelectric values. 6 However, domains coexistence did not ruled out the presence of a monoclinic phase mixed with other phases. 8, 9 The recent development of bigger single PZT crystals has allowed researchers to perform new structural studies in which coexistence of at least two phases seems to be the answer to the PZT structure. 10, 11 An important factor in PZT is the dynamic, structural, and chemical disorder in MPB samples, which causes the local and macroscopic symmetries to differ. Pb displacements were found in rhombohedral and tetragonal PZT samples, 5 creating a monoclinic distortion in the unit cell. 12 A macroscopic monoclinic phase could then be explained by condensation of the Pb shifts in a particular direction in the structure. 13 However, open questions remain regarding the symmetry of PZT: It is still unclear whether the monoclinic phase is a real macroscopic phase or just a monoclinic distortion of the parent tetragonal and rhombohedral phases to relieve strain, and we still do not know whether the local chemical or structural disorder leads to the monoclinicity when it is correlated at a larger scale.
To answer some of these questions and find the local symmetry of PZT ceramics, Raman spectra of PZT ceramics were repeatedly studied. 14−19 The monoclinic phase was supported by Souza-Filho et al.; 17 however, in their studies, no considerations about the cation disorder or doubling of the unit cell at low temperatures were made. Recently, some of us have suggested that extra modes present in tetragonal PZT ceramics can be due to the double occupancy of the B site, in the general ABO 3 perovskite lattice, by Zr and Ti atoms, to dynamic disorder of Pb, or to doubling of the unit cell by oxygen octahedra tilting. 20 All of these effects activate new phonon modes in the Raman and infrared (IR) spectra. 16, 20, 21 PZT ceramics with spatially graded composition around the MPB were also studied in situ by micro-Raman mapping, 22 and it was found that the relative intensity of the two E(TO2) components, due to the double occupancy of the B site, is related to the amount of Ti in the lattice and therefore presents a measure of the tetragonality of PZT. IR studies on PZT are scarcer. The first far IR reflectivity study on PZT was performed for the rhombohedral PZT 75/25 sample byŽelezný et al., 23 and room temperature reflectivity dependence on the composition was studied by Sivasubramanian et al. 24 Transmission studies were done on thin films by Fedorov et al. 25 and on ceramics by Araújo and colleagues, [26] [27] [28] but only above 400 cm −1 . Our group published several papers on IR properties of lanthanum-doped PZT (PLZT) 20, 29, 30 and doped soft and hard PZT, 21 but to understand the behavior of polar phonons, systematic IR studies on undoped PZT are more suitable. This paper aims to improve understanding of the polar phonons in PZT. Here, we present IR reflectivity and time-domain terahertz (THz) transmission data from 20 K to 900 K on a set of undoped PZT ceramics with compositions crossing the MPB with x = 0.42 to 0.58. Symmetry analysis of the IR active modes is presented, as well as the temperature dependences of their parameters.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
All PZT ceramics were prepared by a conventional solidstate process using a standard mixed-oxide route and PbO, TiO 2 , and ZrO 2 starting powders of 99.9% chemical purity. PZT ceramics with x = 0.42 and 0.58 were prepared at thé Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale in Lausanne. The density of the samples was higher than 97% of the theoretical one, and the grain size was ∼10 μm. Samples showed x-ray diffraction patterns consistent with tetragonal and rhombohedral symmetries. More experimental details can be found in Ref. 31 . PZT ceramics with 0.45 x 0.52 were prepared at the Materials Research Lab of Pennsylvania State University. A more detailed description, including diffraction studies, can be found in Ref. 4 . Our dielectric and calorimetric measurements of the samples showed a decrease of the temperature of the ferroelectric (FE) phase transition, T C , from 696 K to 650 K on decreasing the Ti content from 0.58 to 0.42, in agreement with Jaffe et al. 32 The purity of the starting powders from both sources was good enough not to introduce impurities that could significantly affect the dielectric response above 100 GHz, as shown in Ref. 21 .
IR reflectivity measurements were performed on polished ceramic discs (7 mm in diameter and 1 mm thick) using a Fourier-transform IR spectrometer, the Bruker IFS 113v. Room and high-temperature spectra were taken in the range 30-3000 cm −1 with a resolution of 2 cm −1 and a deuterated triglycine sulfate pyroelectric detector. For high temperatures (300 K-900 K), a commercial oven Specac P/N 5850 was used. For low-temperature measurements (10 K-300 K), we used an Optistat continuous flow (CF) cryostat (Oxford Instruments) with the sample mounted in a He gas bath. The polyethylene windows of the cryostat reduced the accessible frequency range to 30-650 cm −1 at low temperatures. Detection was done by a He-cooled (1. A custom-made THz transmission spectrometer was used to obtain the complex dielectric response from ∼5 to 20 cm
with a resolution of 0.5 cm −1 . At higher frequencies, the samples were opaque. An Optistat CF cryostat with Mylar windows was used for measurements down to 20 K. An adapted commercial high-temperature cell Specac P/N 5850 was used to heat the samples up to 900 K.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The reflectivity spectra of PZT ceramics obtained from the IR experiment were fitted using the factorized oscillator model of the dielectric function
where ε ∞ is the permittivity at frequencies much higher than all polar phonon frequencies; ω Tj and ω Lj are the transverse and longitudinal frequencies, respectively, of the j th phonon mode; and γ Tj and γ Lj are their respective damping constants. ε j refers to their contributions to the static permittivity. The complex dielectric permittivity ε * (ω) = ε (ω) − iε (ω) is related to the reflectivity spectrum R(ω) by
Our fitting procedure enables us to fit simultaneously the reflectivity from the IR range and the complex dielectric spectra (ε and ε ) from the TDTS experiment, obtaining in this way rather reliable parameters even in the very far IR range.
The reflectivity spectra of PZT ceramics, together with the corresponding fits using Eqs. (1) and (2), are shown in Fig. 1 at room temperature and at 10 K. The reflectivity spectra below 30 cm −1 were calculated from the TDTS data. Inspection of the figure shows a rather monotonous evolution of the three main IR bands on changing the Ti content. These bands are associated to the three main bands of the cubic ABO 3 perovskites labeled Last, Slater, and Axe modes, whose eigenvectors are mainly related to the A-, B-, and O-atom displacements, respectively. At room temperature, the first (lowest frequency) band, related to Pb vibrations, is quite broad. However, in samples with higher Zr content (on the rhombohedral side of the phase diagram), a peak above 50 cm −1 develops. At low temperatures [ Fig. 1(b) ], this peak is better seen. The second band is prevailingly related to the Zr/Ti vibrations against the oxygen octahedra (Slater mode). Its shape also reveals changes according to the Zr/Ti ratio: samples with higher Ti content (tetragonal) develop a peak ∼150 cm −1 and a deeper minimum above 300 cm −1 . These two effects are more noticeable at low temperatures; in addition, more substructure appears in all studied compositions. The highest-frequency (Axe mode) band, related to bending of the oxygen octahedra, also shows a change of its shape with Ti content. Table I shows the parameters of the IR fitted modes for three selected compositions: in the tetragonal side, at the MPB, and in the rhombohedral side of the phase diagram. Labeling of the modes was done according to the results of the effective medium approximation fit in tetragonal PLZT 20 and Raman results on a single PbTiO 3 crystal. 35 Figure 2 shows the temperature dependences of the reflectivity spectra of three PZT samples (x = 0.42, 0.48, and 0.52) below 200 cm −1 . In this frequency range, the first band at high temperatures, in the cubic phase, corresponds to the Last mode. 34 On cooling, this band splits into the E + A 1 doublet corresponding to the FE phase (E and A 1 refer to the symmetries of the irreducible representations, see Table II ). The E-symmetry component remains always below 100 cm −1 , and the A 1 -symmetry component appears above 120 cm −1 . The A 1 component is better seen in tetragonal samples, and on cooling, it hardens up to 140 cm −1 . The flat or increasing level of the reflectivity below 40 cm −1 toward lower frequencies, calculated from the TDTS experiment, indicates the presence of a central mode (CM) component. 36 On further cooling, the IR spectra of all samples reveal a new mode (ω = 60-70 cm −1 ). This mode appears, in the rhombohedral samples, near the temperature where the doubling of the unit cell due to the oxygen octahedra tilt occurs. Tetragonal samples as PZT 48/52 and 42/58 were not supposed to undergo such a tilt, although indications of the prolongation of the tilting of the oxygen octahedra toward the tetragonal side were found for samples with Ti content up to x = 0.53. 19, 37 The new mode is also present in these samples upon cooling, although it appears at lower temperatures [see Figs. 1(b) and 2].
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Permittivity and loss spectra obtained from the combined fit of the THz complex dielectric data and the IR reflectivity using Eqs. (1) and (2) are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4 for several PZT ceramics at different temperatures. Fig. 3 presents the experimental dielectric permittivity divided in two parts. Left panels show the THz range, together with the calculated permittivities up to 100 cm −1 . Higher frequencies are shown in right panels in a different scale. Dielectric spectra in Figs. 3 and 4 show an excitation in the THz range, which dramatically changes with temperature. For all PZT samples, the maximum value of the extrapolated permittivity corresponds to temperatures near or above T C , and then, on cooling, the permittivity decreases. A similar effect can be seen in the intensity of the loss peak between 10 and 30 cm −1 . The temperature behavior of its frequency is alike for all PZT samples: the maximum of the loss peak shifts to higher frequencies below T C . Notwithstanding the qualitatively similar behavior in all samples, there is an important difference in the dielectric contribution of the THz excitation ( ε THz ) when the Zr/Ti ratio changes: around room temperature, its highest value corresponds to compositions near the MPB, and then ε THz decreases when going away from the MPB. The probable origin of this excitation is discussed next.
IV. DISCUSSION
The classic factor-group analysis for PZT with rhombohedral symmetry predicts 3A 1 (IR,R) + 4E(IR,R) + 1A 2 (−) optic modes in the high-temperature FE phase (space group R3m), and 4A 1 (IR,R) + 9E(IR,R) + 5A 2 (−) optic modes in the low-temperature phase (space group R3c, doubled primitive unit cell).
14, 16 The factor-group analysis predicts 3A 1 (IR,R) + 4E(IR,R) + 1B 1 (R) modes in the tetragonal FE P 4mm phase 14 and 4A 1 (IR,R) + 8E(IR,R) + 1B 1 (R) + 2B 2 (R) + 5A 2 (−) in the doubled-cell tetragonal I 4cm phase (Table II) separate vibrations corresponding to both Zr-O 6 and Ti-O 6 octahedra can be found (similar to the two-mode behavior in mixed crystals). 39 Therefore, modes arising from the Slater and Axe modes, where the atoms in the B position are involved, can be doubled. This effect was already found in tetragonal PZT and PLZT compositions, 20, 21 and it explains why the total number of modes in the tetragonal FE phases of PZT is higher than expected, without the need of decreasing the macroscopic symmetry.
We took this two-atom occupancy into consideration to calculate the number of modes expected in the real PZT. Results of the symmetry analysis are presented in Table II , including the expected number of modes in the monoclinic groups Cm and Cc. The FE groups of PZT above room temperature, R3m, Cm, and P 4mm, give 9, 13, and 9 IR active modes, respectively. The cubic F 1u Slater band (vibrations from B-site atoms) splits into 2A 1 + 2E modes for both the tetragonal and rhombohedral sides due to the two-atom occupancy. The monoclinic Cm phase with one effective Ti/Zr atom would have just 2A + 1A modes. We have used five modes to fit the Slater band (see Table I ), 2E(TO2) + 2A 1 (TO2) coming from the Zr and Ti atoms and another E TABLE II. Factor-group analysis of phonons in PZT, taking into account double B-site occupancy and doubling of the unit cell due to the antiphase tilt of the oxygen octahedra. 
Effective Zr/Ti atom mode stemming from the silent F 2u cubic mode. So, the R3m and P 4mm symmetries satisfactorily fit all samples, even the MPB sample. In total, we have used nine IR modes plus two low-frequency extra modes, present in all compositions. The IR probe does not distinguish between R3m and P 4mm groups because they present the same number of IR active modes, but it could be able to reveal the Cm group, which was not confirmed even at low temperatures.
The fit was performed in a systematic way for all samples to find possible differences due to the Zr/Ti substitution, and special emphasis was put on revealing new modes at low temperatures. For this purpose, all samples were considered equivalent in the cubic phase: three main bands were fit plus an extra excitation in the THz range to reproduce the measured THz values. The accuracy of this fitting procedure is, however, limited at high temperatures: below 100 cm −1 , we used an overdamped oscillator that fits ε and ε measured in the THz range and an oscillator (phonon of F 1u symmetry) capable to fit the IR reflectivity. A fit with just one oscillator in this range failed to provide good results. The drawback of our fit is the large error bars of the F 1u (TO1) frequency above T C and therefore of its dielectric strength ε (see Figs. 6 and 7). To overcome this, we constrained some parameters: the longitudinal frequency of the overdamped mode was kept below 60 cm −1 to fit a shallow minimum in the reflectivity, and the damping constant γ T at high temperatures was kept between 50 and 60 cm −1 , which otherwise would tend to behave anomalously. Below T C , due to the decrease of the damping constants the accuracy of the fit appreciably increases and error bars are within the symbols. Results of the fit are presented in Figs. 5-9. Figure 5 depicts the temperature dependence of the real part of the optical conductivity σ (ω) = (2π cε 0 )ωε (where c is the speed of light in vacuum, ε 0 is the permittivity of vacuum, and the frequency ω is given in reciprocal centimeters), below 100 cm −1 for several PZT compositions. This range corresponds to modes split out of the cubic Last band. The temperature dependence of the conductivity reveals that all PZT compositions show similar behavior on cooling. In the paraelectric phase, a broad excitation is present composed of two contributions: the F 1u mode near 60 cm −1 and a CM component below 20 cm −1 . On cooling toward T C , the CM softens to very low frequencies, producing broad optical conductivity spectra near T C . This softening also induces the huge increase of the permittivity toward T C . Then below T C , in the FE phase, two maxima appear: one corresponds to the E(TO1) mode and the other one to an excitation in the THz range. On further cooling, another peak develops in the 60-70 cm −1 range (the temperature when this peak appears is called T tilt ). At the lowest temperature, three maxima are clearly seen for all samples: the low-frequency mode stemmed from the THz component, which hardens from 10 to 30-40 cm −1 ; the sharper mode appearing ∼65 cm −1 ; and the E(TO1) mode, which shows a moderate hardening up to 80 cm −1 on cooling from T tilt . These modes are labeled THz, antiferrodistortive (AFD), and ETO, respectively.
The temperature dependences of the transverse frequencies ω T corresponding to the modes below 100 cm −1 are shown in Fig. 6 . The ETO mode has a frequency ranging from 60 to 80 cm −1 , with a weaker temperature dependence. The mode in the THz range account for the high values of the permittivity (seen as a huge peak in ε in Fig. 3 ). On cooling, this mode hardens from 10 to 30-40 cm −1 , depending on the composition. Finally, the AFD mode (ω ≈ 65 cm −1 ) appears on cooling in the temperature range 300 K-400 K in all samples.
The damping constants of these modes are quite high: above room temperature, they have values ∼60 cm −1 , but even at lowest temperatures they range from 20 to 40 cm −1 (values at room temperature are in Table I ). The only exception is the AFD mode, appearing as a sharper peak in the rhombohedral samples [see Fig. 1(b) ]. The MPB 52/48 sample and the tetragonal 48/52 one have particularly large values of the damping constants, which indicate a higher anharmonicity or disorder of the MPB structure and its surroundings. This fact causes the special character of these modes, overdamped in most of the temperature range. These high damping constants are a typical feature of PZT ceramics, which causes additional difficulty in interpreting the results. According to the last diffraction results on PZT crystals, [8] [9] [10] [11] coexistence of monoclinic domains with tetragonal and/or rhombohedral domains is probably the answer of the PZT structure. Our results do not confirm a macroscopic monoclinic symmetry; however, due to the high values of the damping constants, even at 10 K, a hidden monoclinicity could be present in the MPB samples in a very small fraction of the volume, not enough to be detected as the splitting of the E-symmetry modes.
The dielectric contributions of the modes related to Pb vibrations (Last band) are shown in Fig. 7 . The most striking result is the dielectric contribution of the THz mode, which is the highest in the whole temperature range. This mode carries the main dielectric anomaly at the FE phase transition. In contrast, the ETO mode shows much a smaller anomaly.
The oscillator strengths of the modes stemming from the Last band are presented in Fig. 8 . All samples show a value near 500 000 cm −2 remaining reasonably constant on cooling. When taking a look into the oscillator strengths of the individual oscillators, we can see that these are not constant. The oscillator strengths of the THz mode (f THz = ω THz 2 ε THz ) decrease on cooling: this means that this excitation is coupled with another (probably the ETO mode) and a transfer of strengths occurs between them. Tetragonal samples have a lower f THz value in the FE phase. In rhombohedral samples, this change takes place at lower temperatures near T tilt . In the respective tilted phases, the three E-symmetry modes show similar oscillator strengths, and their eigenvectors are probably hybridized. The total oscillator strength of the Last band is higher for tetragonal samples. This fact is partially explained by the A 1 (TO1) strength, which is very weak in the rhombohedral samples but increases gradually with the Ti content.
The mode in the 60-80 cm −1 range is assigned to the soft E(TO1) mode, which correspond to vibrations of Pb atom against the octahedra network perpendicular to the polarization. This mode is expected to be the soft mode (SM) of the FE transition in tetragonal/rhombohedral perovskites; however, in PZT, it softens only slightly. We believe that this is due to its coupling to the other two low-frequency modes.
The new mode appearing on cooling in the rhombohedral PZT ceramics (AFD mode) is related to the AFD R 25 mode (tilt of the oxygen octahedra about the polarization axis). This mode stems from the Brillouin zone corner where it is nonpolar; however, in the doubled unit cell, it can be activated by the Pb-O interaction, as shown by dynamical simulations. 40 This AFD transition is accompanied by a small dielectric peak in the permittivity in high Zr-content PZT. 41 As the AFD mode was also found in the tetragonal PZT samples, we suggest that PZT with 0.52 x 0.58 also undergoes a transition to a tilted phase at low temperatures. This phase was also predicted by first-principles calculations, and the assigned space group was I 4cm. 42 Therefore, it seems that in the PZT compositional phase diagram, the line of the oxygen tilting transition crosses continuously the MPB toward the tetragonal side. A suggested phase diagram is plotted in 9 . In this diagram, we present our IR data compared with the previous literature and some data from our dielectric measurements. The tilt line found by our IR data appears to be at higher temperatures than the extrapolation found in the literature. The dashed (black) line toward the tetragonal side was extrapolated from dielectric and resonance frequency data measured in poled MPB samples. 37 The IR technique can resolve the AFD mode when the tilt already occurred in some clusters; therefore, it can be detected at higher temperatures. Our dielectric data revealed some anomalies in the loss spectra at lower temperatures, but these anomalies are not present in the permittivity and they can be due to dielectric relaxations of some extrinsic origin. In MPB samples, the elastic compliance derived from the resonance data changes the sign of the slope at the AFD phase transition temperature. 37 We performed resonance frequency measurements in PZT 42/58, and the derivative of the elastic compliance changes the slope with temperature near 170 K but its sign does not; this might indicate a weakening of this transition on the tetragonal side. 43 The lowest-frequency mode (the THz mode) seems to have its origin in anharmonic Pb vibrations (hopping among the available off-center sites). In the cubic phase, its parameters are not too precise due to the limited accuracy of the reflectivity data at high temperatures. In our model, linked to the THz values at 900 K, the THz mode is probably a CM component, coupled to a traditional SM and related to the vibrations of Pb atoms within a single-wall potential at the displaced (off-centered) sites. In the FE phase, but at higher temperatures (>400 K), we still can assign it to a CM component (Pb hopping among the available disordered sites). This behavior has already been found in PbZrO 3 ceramics, with a similar frequency of the CM, present above room temperature. 44 However, it seems there is a change in the nature of the mode with the Ti concentration, because its oscillator strength is lower in tetragonal samples in this temperature range (see Fig. 8 ). On cooling, the Pb hopping becomes ever less probable, and below T tilt we may neglect it. In the phases with doubled cells, a new E-symmetry mode is allowed by symmetry, corresponding to antiphase vibrations of the neighboring Pb atoms (see Table II ). Figure 10 (a) depicts the compositional dependence of the frequencies of the three modes below 100 cm −1 . ω THz reveals a minimum for the MPB samples at room temperature, which is shifted toward the higher Ti content sample PZT 48/52 at 10 K. The figure also shows that the AFD mode is present in all compositions already at 300 K.
The room-temperature softening of the lowest-frequency mode toward the MPB in tetragonal PZT samples was already seen by Sivasubramanian et al.; 24 however, they did not measure below 50 cm −1 , and the accuracy of their measurements is questionable. Due to this, they did not observe the THz mode, and they assigned the increase of the permittivity to the ETO mode. From our measurements, it is clear that the main contribution to the permittivity comes from the THz mode; therefore, the main softening toward MPB takes place in this frequency range.
The composition dependence of the dielectric strengths and of the total phonon contribution ( ε ph ) to the permittivity is presented in Fig. 10(b) . At room temperature, ε ph shows a clear maximum for the MPB sample. This is caused by the dielectric strength of the THz mode, ε THz , which shows the same maximum, and not by the ETO mode. At low temperatures, the maximum occurs at PZT 48/52; this corroborates that the MPB is shifted to the tetragonal side of the compositional diagram, as suggested in the phase diagram of Ref. 4 . Our results demonstrate that the higher values of the intrinsic permittivity in PZT ceramics near the MPB are mainly due to an anharmonic excitation of E-symmetry in the THz range. This was already calculated by Carl and Hardtl 45 and by Ishibashi and Iwata, 46 using composition dependence in the coefficients of the Landau-Devonshire free energy. Both showed that there is a divergence of the susceptibility perpendicular to the polar axis at the MPB, i.e., due to the permittivity of E-symmetry vibrations. Nevertheless, this anharmonicity alone cannot explain the high value of the permittivity at room temperature. Figure 10 (b) shows also the permittivity values measured at room temperature in the gigahertz range 47 and at 4.3 K in the kilohertz range. 48 At room temperature, the gigahertz values of the permittivity present the same compositional behavior as the extrapolated values from phonons, ε ph , except that the gigahertz values are slightly higher. This proves that additional contributions to the permittivity below the THz range have an extrinsic origin, probably from piezoelectric resonance in grains and vibrations of domain walls; therefore, the THz range gives the low-frequency limit of the intrinsic permittivity. At even lower frequencies, the extrinsic contributions raise the value of the permittivity to above 1000 at room temperature (see Fig. 7 ). However, at low temperatures (lower panel in Fig. 10(b) ), the value of the permittivity at 10 kHz is just slightly higher than that extrapolated from phonons, and it presents a maximum near x = 0.52. This means that most of the extrinsic contribution vanishes at low temperatures, and that the MPB is shifted to the tetragonal side of the phase diagram.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The IR and TDTS spectra of several compositions of nominally pure PZT ceramics around the MPB were measured and analyzed. The double occupancy of Ti and Zr atoms in the B position of the perovskite lattice and the presence of Ti/Zr-rich nanoclusters could explain the number of IR active modes through the MPB above room temperature, without the need of macroscopic monoclinic symmetry. A new peak in the IR spectra near 70 cm −1 , assigned to an AFD mode, appears in all samples near and below room temperature. Therefore, in the PZT compositional phase diagram, the line corresponding to the octahedra tilted antiferrodistorted phase was extended toward the tetragonal side.
Three main excitations govern the very far IR dielectric spectra of PZT: the lowest mode in the THz range, which corresponds to an anharmonic component (CM) at higher temperatures and gradually transforms into the new activated E-symmetry mode in the tilted phases; the AFD mode near 70 cm −1 , activated by its coupling to the polarization on lowering the temperatures; and the E-symmetry SM of the FE transition. Our measurements confirm that the intrinsic (phonon) permittivity of PZT has a maximum at the MPB, as predicted by theory, although this represents just a small percentage of the total permittivity at lower frequencies, stemming mainly from extrinsic contributions. The permittivity maximum is assigned to the THz softening of the anharmonic hopping of Pb atoms among their off-centered positions, perpendicular to the polarization. This maximum is shifted from x = 0.48 at room temperature to 0.52 at 10 K, meaning that the MPB is shifted toward the tetragonal side of the phase diagram at low temperatures.
